OCLC researchers publish
new work
Edited by Senior Manager
Merrilee Proffitt, Leveraging
Wikipedia: Connecting
Communities of Knowledge
is now available from ALA
Editions. Proffitt brings together
contributors from academia,
archives, libraries, and members
of the volunteer Wikipedia
community who together
point toward connecting these
communities of knowledge.
This book will inspire libraries to get involved in the
Wikipedia community and shows how libraries can
partner with Wikipedia to improve content quality
while simultaneously ensuring that library services and
collections are more visible on the open web. Learn
more at oc.lc/wikipediabook.
Ixchel Faniel, Senior Research Scientist, is the lead
author on the article “Beyond the Archive: Bridging
Data Creation and Reuse in Archaeology,” published
in the journal Advances in Archaeological Practice.
This paper presents research on archaeological
data creation and management practices at two
excavations in Europe in order to gain a better
understanding of how to align these practices with the
data reuse needs of a broader research community.
Download the manuscript at oc.lc/datareuse.
Andrew Pace, Executive Director for Technical
Research, co-wrote the chapter “OCLC: Enabling
Collaboration and Innovation With and Between
Academic Libraries, Nationally and Internationally,”
which is a part of the book Collaboration and the
Academic Library: Internal and External, Local and
Regional, National and International, available from
Elsevier. The chapter looks at OCLC as an example of
academic library cooperation on a global and national
scale. Read more at oc.lc/pacechapter.

Libraries as Drivers of
Transformation: Register
today for ARC18
Libraries are continuously evolving to meet
changing community needs. Ongoing demands
and opportunities make keeping pace difficult,
and getting and staying ahead even more so. But
what if you changed your frame of reference,
and focused instead on leading change? Join
fellow OCLC member leaders from all library
types and OCLC researchers 25–26 October in
Chicago, Illinois, USA, to discuss how libraries
can move beyond incremental progress and
instead change the game, transforming not only
libraries, but communities.
In addition to the two-day conference, the
RLP will hold a preconference program on
Wednesday, October 24. Learn more and
register for ARC18 at oc.lc/arc18.

ABOUT OCLC RESEARCH
OCLC Research is one of the world’s leading
centers devoted exclusively to the challenges
facing libraries, archives, and museums in
a rapidly changing information technology
environment. We work to activate communities
of practice to produce knowledge, evidence, and
models that help libraries plan with confidence,
position with effect, and make an impact.
More information: www.oclc.org/research
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New national study reveals
voter perceptions of libraries
In 2008, OCLC® published From
Awareness to Funding: A Study
of Library Support in America, a
national study of the awareness,
From Awareness
attitudes, and underlying
to Funding
motivations among US voters for
supporting library funding. The
research, which was led by OCLC
with funding by the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation and conducted
by Leo Burnett USA, dispelled long-held assumptions
and provided eye-opening insights about who supports
public library funding and for what reasons.
Voter Perceptions and Support
of Public Libraries in 2018

A decade later, OCLC has partnered with the American
Library Association (ALA) and its Public Library
Association (PLA) division to investigate current
behaviors, perceptions, and support among US voters
and how they may have shifted in recent years. The
analysis shows that libraries remain valued institutions
that most voters have a positive association with and
find useful. There continues to be stalwart support for
library funding in many communities, however, new
national voter data indicates a softening in committed
support for libraries over the past decade.
Download the summary report and access additional
resources such as an infographic, the full data set,
advocacy information, and more at
oc.lc/awareness2018.
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Research assesses students’
ability to identify credible
information sources
The OCLC User Studies Research team, the University
of Florida, and Rutgers University have finished
collecting data from almost 180 STEM students
from grade 4 through graduate school for the threeyear IMLS-funded project “Researching Students’
Information Choices: Determining Identity and Judging
Credibility in Digital Spaces.” After participating in a
simulation study where students were asked to identify
and judge the credibility of online resources, the
majority report feeling pretty confident selecting online
information for research projects.
Most students also think it’s important to know the
container or type of online resource; i.e., whether the
source is a book, blog, journal, magazine, website,
etc. Judging the container can be difficult in an online
environment, however, because the visual context
and cues that print containers provide are obscured
or more difficult to discern, in what the researchers
have coined “container collapse.” In digital format, a
document is “decanted” from its original container and
the student must carefully examine it to determine its
origin. Preliminary analysis suggests students have
trouble unless the type of container is included in the
resource’s URL. Find out more about the project and
the findings at oc.lc/rsic.

Wikipedia training now
available from WebJunction

Kansas City Jazz Wikipedia Edit-a-thon-2, credit: Clint Ashlock, CC BY-SA 4.0.

The training curriculum and guidance on how to
apply the lessons and principles learned as part of the
“Wikipedia + Libraries: Better Together” course is now
available on the WebJunction® website. The Wikipedia
+ Libraries nine-week online training program, which
concluded in November 2017, was the first of its kind:
a free, accessible, WebJunction course designed
specifically for US public library staff to learn about
the inner workings of Wikipedia. The primary goal of
the course, which is a part of OCLC’s “Wikipedia +
Libraries: Better Together” project, was to bring together
libraries and Wikipedia to expand access to authoritative
information. Now the course’s training curriculum and
ideas for how to use Wikipedia to build community,
extend librarianship, amplify stories, and teach literacies
are available for free at oc.lc/oclc-wikilib.

Evaluate and share your
library’s impact
WebJunction is hosting a free, three-part webinar
series that will help public, academic, and research
library staff ensure that library programs and services
are meeting patrons’ needs by using evaluation
techniques that demonstrate results. Focused on usercentered assessment and evaluation, the series will
help libraries go from gut instinct to data-supported
proof. The first webinar was held in April and the
recording is now available, and the next sessions
will be held in August and October. Learn more and
register for the webinars at oc.lc/assessmentwebinars.
Additionally, the OCLC Research Library Partnership
(RLP) has organized a Library Assessment Interest
Group, which will extend the learning and build
relationships among participating RLP librarians.

University Futures, Library
Futures nears completion
OCLC Research has partnered with Ithaka S+R on the
project “University Futures, Library Futures” to examine
the impact of increased institutional differentiation in
universities on the organization of academic libraries
and the services they provide. Supported in part by
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the project includes
a survey of 1,500 US academic library directors and
a literature review. Ultimately, it will result in a new
framework for understanding the fit between emerging
library service paradigms and university types. A report
that will explore a variety of ways in which libraries are
responding to the transition from a collections-based
model to a more diffuse services-based model will
be published later in 2018. Visit the project page at
oc.lc/libfutures for updates, the literature review, and
the data set and scoring formula.

Small libraries transform and
activate their space
As the two-year “Small
Libraries Create Smart
Spaces” project comes to
a close, WebJunction is
sharing the transformation
stories of the 15 small
and rural public libraries
chosen to reimagine and
reconfigure their libraries
into smart spaces as well
as an adapted version of
James Kennedy Public Library, Dyersville, IA
the course for all library
staff to take. Funded in part by a grant from the Institute
of Museum and Library Services and in partnership
with the Association for Rural and Small Libraries, the
project guided library staff as they learned and applied
principles of active learning, placemaking, and design
thinking to create “smart spaces” where the community
learns and creates together and strengthens social
bonds. Read the transformation stories and access the
course at oc.lc/smartspaces. To learn how to make
space for active learning in your library, view a recent
webinar recording on the topic at oc.lc/activelearning.

New linked data prototypes
At OCLC, we have been working with linked data for
many years, exploring ways to leverage the scale of
WorldCat® to drive efficiency and visibility for libraries.
We have been pioneers in linked data research
and have developed pilot programs and business
relationships that continue to inform our work as we
integrate library linked data into key products and
services.
OCLC is currently partnering with 16 academic,
research, public, and national libraries to prototype
a suite of services to show the production value
of linked data for improving resource-description
workflows in libraries. These institutions are providing
feedback on their use of: a reconciliation service – to
connect legacy bibliographic information to linked
data entities; and an editor service – to view, create
and edit linked data descriptions and relationships.
To learn more, please visit oc.lc/ld-prototypes.

Next Steps for FAST
A FAST working group comprising representatives
from five research libraries (Brown, Columbia, Cornell,
Harvard, and Yale) collaborated with the OCLC
Technical Research Team, OCLC Research Library
Partnership’s Karen Smith-Yoshimura, and OCLC
Global Product Management to conduct a survey
in November–December 2017 to assess usage of
FAST (Faceted Application of Subject Terminology),
its perceived benefits, and a ranking of current and
potential future features. The survey received 586
responses. They indicate there is already considerable
use of, and interest in, a production version of FAST.
The two highest-ranked benefits: more subject access
and improved discovery in faceted environments.
Stay tuned to www.oclc.org/research for results from
the survey.

Incentives for building,
sourcing, and scaling
university RDM services
explored in new reports
The Realities of Research Data
Management is a series of four
reports looking at the context,
influences, and choices research
universities face in building
or acquiring RDM capacity.
Sourcing and
Scaling University
The findings are derived from
RDM Services
detailed case studies by OCLC
researchers Rebecca Bryant,
Brian Lavoie, and Constance
Malpas of four research universities: the University of
Edinburgh (UK), the University of Illinois at Urbana–
Champaign (US), Monash University (Australia), and
Wageningen University & Research (the Netherlands).
OCLC RESEARCH REPORT

The Realities of Research Data Management
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Rebecca Bryant, Brian Lavoie and Constance Malpas

The first report, A Tour of the Research Data
Management (RDM) Service Space, provided
background context and a framework for subsequent
reports. The second report, Scoping the University RDM
Service Bundle, closely examined how each institution
scoped its local RDM services. In the third report in the
series, Incentives for Building University RDM Services,
the authors explore the incentives that inspired the
acquisition of RDM capacity on the part of the four
research universities, and describe both the general
patterns and context-dependent circumstances that
shaped these incentives.
Part four, Sourcing and Scaling University RDM
Services, examines institutional choices for sourcing
the provision and scaling the deployment of RDM
services. Download the series at oc.lc/rdm.
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available from WebJunction
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+ Libraries nine-week online training program, which
concluded in November 2017, was the first of its kind:
a free, accessible, WebJunction course designed
specifically for US public library staff to learn about
the inner workings of Wikipedia. The primary goal of
the course, which is a part of OCLC’s “Wikipedia +
Libraries: Better Together” project, was to bring together
libraries and Wikipedia to expand access to authoritative
information. Now the course’s training curriculum and
ideas for how to use Wikipedia to build community,
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New national study reveals
voter perceptions of libraries
In 2008, OCLC® published From
Awareness to Funding: A Study
of Library Support in America, a
national study of the awareness,
From Awareness
attitudes, and underlying
to Funding
motivations among US voters for
supporting library funding. The
research, which was led by OCLC
with funding by the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation and conducted
by Leo Burnett USA, dispelled long-held assumptions
and provided eye-opening insights about who supports
public library funding and for what reasons.
Voter Perceptions and Support
of Public Libraries in 2018

A decade later, OCLC has partnered with the American
Library Association (ALA) and its Public Library
Association (PLA) division to investigate current
behaviors, perceptions, and support among US voters
and how they may have shifted in recent years. The
analysis shows that libraries remain valued institutions
that most voters have a positive association with and
find useful. There continues to be stalwart support for
library funding in many communities, however, new
national voter data indicates a softening in committed
support for libraries over the past decade.
Download the summary report and access additional
resources such as an infographic, the full data set,
advocacy information, and more at
oc.lc/awareness2018.
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Research assesses students’
ability to identify credible
information sources
The OCLC User Studies Research team, the University
of Florida, and Rutgers University have finished
collecting data from almost 180 STEM students
from grade 4 through graduate school for the threeyear IMLS-funded project “Researching Students’
Information Choices: Determining Identity and Judging
Credibility in Digital Spaces.” After participating in a
simulation study where students were asked to identify
and judge the credibility of online resources, the
majority report feeling pretty confident selecting online
information for research projects.
Most students also think it’s important to know the
container or type of online resource; i.e., whether the
source is a book, blog, journal, magazine, website,
etc. Judging the container can be difficult in an online
environment, however, because the visual context
and cues that print containers provide are obscured
or more difficult to discern, in what the researchers
have coined “container collapse.” In digital format, a
document is “decanted” from its original container and
the student must carefully examine it to determine its
origin. Preliminary analysis suggests students have
trouble unless the type of container is included in the
resource’s URL. Find out more about the project and
the findings at oc.lc/rsic.

